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"Honour" Killings
Throughout the world, perhaps as many as 5,000 women and girls a year are murdered
by members of their own families, many of them for the "dishonour" of having been
raped, often as not by a member of their own extended family.
Many forms of communally sanctioned violence against women, such as "honour"
killings, are associated with the community's or the family's demand for sexual chastity
and virginity. Perpetrators of such wanton acts often receive light sentences or are
excused by the courts entirely because defence of the family's honour is treated as a
mitigating circumstance.
"Honour" killings are on the rise worldwide, according to Asma Jahangir, the United
Nations special reporter on extrajudicial, summary and arbitrary executions. Ms.
Jahangir is working closely with United Nations special investigators on violence against
women and on the independence of judges and lawyers to address the issue.
"The perpetrators of these crimes are mostly male family members of the murdered
women, who go unpunished or receive reduced sentences on the justification of having
murdered to defend their misconceived notions of 'family honour,"' Jahangir wrote in her
2000 annual report to the Commission on Human Rights.

From: State of the World 2000

Two "Honour” Killings in Jordan
Kifaya, a Jordanian girl of 12, was intelligent and full of curiosity. But when she returned
home one evening from a walk in the neighbourhood with some friends, she was
confronted by her enraged father. Shouting that she had dishonoured the entire family,
her father proceeded to beat Kifaya with sticks and iron chains until she was dead. He
told police he killed his only daughter because she went for walks without his
permission.
About the same time, Hanan, 34, was shot dead by her brother for the "crime" of
marrying a Christian. Her brother left her body in the street and smoked a cigarette
while he waited for the police to arrive. Every year between 25 and 50 women and girls
are the victims of "honour" killings in Jordan.
From: State of the World 2000

Flourishing trade in human slaves
Post-Courier, Thursday, March 30, 2000

MANILA: Crime syndicates buy more than a million women and children annually for use as
prostitutes or virtual slaves in sweatshops across the globe, the United States said yesterday.
"Trafficking (in human beings) is one of the fastest growing criminal enterprises in the world,"
said US Secretary of State Madeleine Albright in a taped message to an Asian regional
conference in Manila. 'This cynical and shameless trade distorts our economies (and) degrades
our societies," she said.
Ralph Boyce, US deputy assistant secretary of state for East Asia and the Pacific, told the 23nation meeting that human trafficking had become organised crime's third largest source of
profits, after drugs and guns.
Mr Boyce denounced the trafficking as "a modern day slavery" and said only global and
regional action could end it.
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A US paper distributed at the meeting said the trade in human beings "is growing rapidly" in
Asia because the region's 1997-98 financial crisis squeezed economic opportunities, as well as
because few traffickers were prosecuted.
More than 250,000 of those annually driven to work in subhuman conditions or forced into
prostitution come from Southeast Asia, US State Department officials said. Another 150,000
to 200,000 come from the former Soviet Union and the rest from South Asia and Latin
America, they said. About 50,000 of the total end up in the United States.
In Europe, women "are literally bought and sold anywhere from $US15000 to $US30, 000,"
Anita Botti deputy director of a US presidential council on women said. In South Asia, the
amount is somewhere between $US6, 000 to $US 10,000 (per woman). "
Philippine Foreign Secretary Domingo Siazon said more than 5.5 million Filipinos now worked
overseas, making his country the largest supplier of manpower in the world, and many of them
had fallen prey to abuses. "Legitimately recruited workers are promised high-paying jobs, but
find themselves working as prostitutes. Women travelling as tourists end up as domestic
helpers, dancers or bar girls,” he said.

Trafficking in Women and Girls
An estimated 4 million women and girls are bought and sold worldwide, either into
marriage, prostitution or slavery?' Many are lured into the hands of traffickers by
promises of jobs. In some countries, traffickers target poor, vulnerable communities.
They may arrive during a drought or before the harvest, when food is scarce, and
persuade poor families to sell their daughters for small amounts of money.
Each year, at least 10,000 girls and women enter Thailand from poorer neighbouring
countries and end up in commercial sex work, according to UNICEF. Some 5,000 to
7,000 Nepali girls are trafficked across the border to India each year, mostly ending up
as sex workers in Mumbai or New Delhi.
Although the greatest volume of trafficking occurs in Asia, Eastern European women
are increasingly vulnerable.
From: State of the World 2000

Trafficking in the United States Rarely Punished, Report Says
As many as 50,000 women and children from Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe
are brought to the United States under false pretences each year and forced to work as
prostitutes, abused labourers or servants, according to a report by the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency. But over the past two years, the Government prosecuted cases
involving no more than 250 victims.
Based on interviews with officials, law enforcement officers, victims and legal experts,
the report says there has been evidence for years of widespread trafficking in immigrant
women and children, some as young as 9 years old. Officers generally do not like to
take on these cases because they are difficult to investigate and prosecute and
penalties often are insubstantial.
The report describes case after case of foreign women who answered advertisements
for au pair, sales clerk, secretarial or waitress jobs in the United States but found, once
they arrived, that the jobs did not exist. Instead they were taken prisoner, held under
guard and forced into prostitution or peonage. Some of them were sold outright to
brothel owners. The primary sources for traffickers are Thailand, Viet Nam, China,
Mexico, Russia and the Czech Republic, the report says.
From: State of the World 2000
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Women in PNG
Woman of the people wins OBE award
Post Courier, February 10, 2000

BOUGAINVILLE women have played a dynamic role in upholding peace and an award
being given to a woman’s leader is to be shared with them.
President of the Bougainville Provincial Council of Women, Theresa Jaintong, said this while
commenting on an award she is to receive from the Queen for promoting peace and for
services to education on Bougainville. She said many women played an important role in
promoting peace on Bougainville, but "because there is not enough medals for everyone, it has
to go to only one. We deserve it. There is a silent majority out there who were involved in
bringing peace."
She added: “It was not easy for the women, and to be awarded with something like this shows
that they have been recognised for the role they played in the Peace process."
Ms Jaintong, who comes from Arawa, was named among 35 women and men from other
parts of the country for distinguished services to PNG. She has been made an ordinary officer
of the Civil Division of the Order of the British Empire (OBE).

Breaking into a male bastion
The National, March 10, 2000

A young female student-surveyor has called upon her fellow women to take up surveying as
well as other 'male' professions in the male-dominated Melanesian society.
This, she says, is not to undermine the traditional authority, credibility or dominance of men,
but to work with them and ensure male-female equality.
“I think it's about time more women look up surveying and other professions” says Mary
Isoaimo, 25, of Rarai village in the Mekeo district of Central province.
"It is not always about completing Grade 10 or 12 to get into universities, the opportunities are
open and we have to pay full concentration to achieve our goals.

The First Lady of education
The National, July 11, 2000

March 1979 saw Rose Kekedo being appointed the first and only female Commissioner of
Teaching Service. She replaced Taina Dai, who completed his three-year appointment.
Dame Rose commenced he teaching career in 1961 at Bavaroko Demonstration School. In
time, she became the first woman to do the In-service Senior Officers Course; following which
she lectured at the Port Moresby and Madang teachers' colleges.
At one time, she held the post of principal at the Port Moresby Teacher's College.
As a member of the Committee of Inquiry into salary differences between male and female
teachers, Dame Rose played a crucial role in women teachers in PNG finally getting the same
as their male counterparts.
Being an advocate of women's rights she was naturally a member of the PNG'
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Women's Christian Association's (YWCA) board of directors.
Besides having wide experience in the PNG education system, Dame Rose became president
of the PNG Teachers Association in 1975. She was assistant secretary of teacher education
before becoming the Teaching Service Commissioner.
Dame Rose was slightly over a year into her term as Commissioner of Teaching Service when
she was requested to be the Secretary of the newly created Department of Community and
Family Services in June 1980.
She remains an advocate of the development of opportunities for women in PNG and the
YWCA.

Integrity law shuts out women political parties
By Jacqueline Kapigeno
The formation of a political party by women to address issues affecting them
will be against the Organic Law on the Integrity of Political Parties. Political
and administrative studies lecturer at the University of PNG Dr. Orovu Sepoe
said if such a party were formed it would go against the law. It is believed
certain prominent women leaders have in recent months considered forming a
political party that would tackle issues affecting women in the country. Dr.
Sepoe said this when asked whether there was any push for a political party
to address women’s issues.
“The formation of a women’s party would simply go against the spirit of the
law. It is not allowed. There shouldn’t be discrimination on the basis of sex,
religion or on the basis of region. This is not allowed by the Organic Law,” she
said. The idea is to encourage national unity other than to create divisions.
“Having a women’s party is a good idea but a lot of times, if women do things
on their own, then they become marginalised or they are pushed to the
peripheral. Nobody really gets to support what they are trying to do. That is
the danger of having a women’s party.” Dr. Sepoe said for these reasons, she
discouraged women from forming political parties.
According to section 7 of the Organic Law on the Integrity of Political Parties
and Candidates, a party’s policies “must encourage the development of the
country as one nation and not encourage regionalism or secession.” It also
states that a political party should not discriminate on the basis of sex, race
or religion. She also stated earlier at a meeting with the Friends of the National
Library that women were already participating in PNG’s development and were
also involved in politics but under very difficult circumstances.
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PNG Case study – Women in Simbu
The struggles of women and girls in Simbu Province
Sarah Garap, Simbu Women's Resource Centre, Simbu Province

Introduction
This article discusses two kinds of violence: violence against women and violence against
children. A lot of the violence inflicted has a direct relation to childbirth, abuse of the rights of
women and children, and the fact that women and female children are the silent suffering
minorities in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea.
Women’s rights have been widely researched and written about as an illustration of the tension
between human rights and customary law in Papua New Guinea (PNG). The Law Reform
Commission has also done important work in this respect, including proposing legislative
reforms. The Papua New Guinea Government has a well-developed legal system and the
national constitution guarantees men and women equal treatment before the law. The
government has also committed itself to United Nations (UN) conventions and declarations
affirming women's right to fair treatment in family law and in cases of violence against them.
The Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women was agreed to by the
national parliament in June 1994 and commits the government to eliminating all discriminatory
laws and customs. At the same time, there is no recognised authority in Papua New Guinea to
monitor the situation of children and implement the Convention on the Rights of the Child
(CROC), even though the government signed and ratified the CROC in 1993.
This article focuses on the everyday situation of women and children in Simbu Province, the
attempts being made to address the problems identified, and the practical difficulties of running
programmes of change.
Development problems and opportunities
Simbu Province is positioned in the middle range of Papua New Guineas provinces in the
ranking of most indicators of health, nutrition, education and income. However, in many other
ways, it is among the least developed. Simbu is highly populated, with little arable land, no
large-scale commercial agriculture and a very limited urban sector. There are very few
employment opportunities and, as a result, emigration is increasing. There is also considerable
dissatisfaction and unrest.
Women experience a range of social and economic problems related to their subordinate
position in Simbu society. Issues of major concern to them relate to the difficulties they face as
unmarried mothers, as victims of domestic and all other forms of violence, and as a result of
their inadequate control over resources for income generation. Women have less access to
and control over cash income than men, and whatever income they do receive is generally
used to satisfy the needs of the whole family.
Women have benefited much less than men from those government services that do reach rural
areas, with the exception of maternal and child health services. Women, however, are very
interested in receiving training, particularly in literacy, agriculture, marketing and the
management of micro-enterprises (North Simbu Rural Development Project 1993).
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Violence against women and children
PNG traditions still dictate much of people's daily lives. The Highlands region is widely
acknowledged as a strongly male-dominated society within which women and children are a
silent and subordinate group. The violence being committed by men against women and
children includes wife beating, brothers beating sisters, managers hitting subordinate female
staff, child sexual abuse, rape and sexual assault, sexual harassment, and discrimination against
women and girls.
Violence within the family is often dismissed by society as a ‘family problem’. Inter-tribal
fighting entails rape and property damage, but men treat it as a game and more and more
young men are participating. Women are also the target of ‘witch hunts', being regularly
accused of sorcery whenever a person fails ill or dies. The practice of polygamy is still rife in
Simbu, perhaps more so now than in the past owing to the impact of socio-economic change.
The situation described above is similar in most other parts of the Highlands. Women are born
into a difficult and demanding society. They learn to work, produce and manage in an
extremely tough physical and stressful social environment. The situation of women and children
has become even worse in the face of the latest drought attributed to the El Nino effect. At the
same time, while women are victims, they are also survivors.
The distortion of custom
There can be little doubt that women in PNG society today are viewed and treated differently
from their female ancestors. However, it is hard to unravel genuine tradition from myth.
Cultural notions have been greatly distorted to justify or defer consideration of a wide range of
issues relating to gender violence and abuse. Family living arrangements have changed from
extended to nuclear. There has been a shift from rural patterns of subsistence agriculture to
urban-oriented cash economics.'
Sexual practices are changing rapidly. Brideprice, a custom in the Highlands and some coastal
provinces involving the exchange of traditional wealth, has now become a cash transaction.
Cash received is quickly dispersed and spent among the bride's relatives, leaving her no
recourse in the face of violence within her marriage because she cannot repay the brideprice if
she leaves. Wife beating and other forms of abuse are linked to women’s high morbidity and
mortality rates and to the death or disabling of unborn children. Very few of these cases are
ever reported to the police.
Polygamy is now considered by many men as a right attached to their own personal power,
status or wealth. Modern-day polygamy is dysfunctional and violent. Where it is
commonplace, there is an increase in the number of violent assaults between co-wives, causing
serious injury or even death. Because of polygamy, there are now significant numbers of
women in prison. The psychological stress it causes needs to be further researched.
Village courts and customary law
Customary law remains strong in the Highlands of Papua New Guinea (Doherty and Garap
1995), although customs are changing with development. Village courts were created to
mediate local disputes using customary law but, in practice, they usually serve only the interests
of men. The powers of the courts are determined by the national parliament. The appointment
of village court magistrates is decided by provincial governments (which contain no women
except appointed representatives who have no voting rights). Despite the constitutional
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guarantee of equal rights, these courts do not treat women, young people and less educated
members of the community as fairly as they do better educated males.
The primary function of the village court is to ensure peace and harmony in their area. They
have civil power to deal with people who are claiming compensation, and matters such as the
custody of children, brideprice and compensation for death unless the death occurred in a
road accident. They have the power to punish certain crimes which are listed in the Village
Court Act. The penalties permitted include a monetary fine or a community work order. If the
offender fails to pay the penalty without a good excuse, he/she can be put in jail for one week
for every K10 outstanding. While that is intended as a maximum penalty, in practice village
courts often impose it as g matter of course. They rarely consider reasonable excuses for
inability to pay a fine. In a significant number of cases, prison sentences for women are
imposed improperly by these courts.
Village courts discriminate against women and children in numerous ways:
• Court proceedings are intimidating, and women feel they cannot speak freely.
• Most of the magistrates are men, trained poorly or not at all, and sometimes not even
properly appointed.
• A woman’s word is often not accepted.
• The courts often do not give people, particularly women, the right to speak, nor do they
always listen to both sides as they are supposed to.
• People in rural areas are not always given enough notice to attend court to enable them to
travel there in time.
• Male offenders are not punished. Sexual assaults are often referred to the village courts
where they are resolved by compensation payments. Even when rape cases do go to the
police, the accused are frequently granted bail.
• Women are often blamed for rape or marital problems because of traditional patterns of
thought.
• The courts often enforce traditional attitudes and values which are oppressive for women
and young people.
• Women bear the burden of communal compensation payments. Compensation for rape is
usually paid to the male relatives of the victim, not to the raped woman. Female relatives
of the male offender often have to make the payment in cash, pigs or garden produce.
These women become angry with the victim.
• There is a lack of district courts in Simbu Province to use as an alternative to the village
courts. Most people do not want to spend money getting to the provincial headquarters,
so they allow village courts to settle their disputes, however unsatisfactorily.

The village courts are not the only authorities failing to protect women and children. Police
brutality and lack of sensitivity also contribute to the suffering. Women inmates in jails have
been assaulted and raped by police on duty
After meeting with women in Simbu in 1993, national court judge Mr Justice Brown reported
that they claimed to be systematically discriminated against. The complaints brought to his
notice related to the use of village courts to resolve disputes 'traditionally’, in a way that
breached constitutional guarantees of equality and the national goal recognising the family as
the basic social unit in a Christian society. As the number of polygamous marriages increases
and spreads from traditional ‘big-men' to other men (possibly as a result of salaried
employment), women have found that their customary responsibility as subsistence farmers has
been adversely affected by village court decisions which, they have said, take no account of
the part men play in generating disputes.
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It is clear that there are serious problems in the Highlands with respect to family law (Zorn
1994-95). Men still treat women as property and, when women wish to exercise their equal
rights as guaranteed under the constitution, men create trouble. The national court is waging a
lone battle to try to give effect to the provisions of the constitution. The pervasive denigration
of women may appear to the judges to be beyond the reach of merely legal solutions, but the
behaviour of the village courts towards women could still be changed. After all, in the
hierarchy of the PNG legal system, the village courts are directly answerable to the district
courts, and ultimately to the national and supreme courts.
Efforts by women to combat violence
By 1983, women in Papua New Guinea were protesting against violence, including the
increase in domestic violence. They were demanding law reform. National surveys revealed
the extremely high incidence and severity of wife beating. A 1994 UNICEF report showed
that Papua New Guinea had the world's second highest incidence of domestic violence
(Pacific Islands Monthly 1995). The incidence of rape increased from 285 reported cases in
1980 to 1896 in 1990 (Sydney Morning Herald 1998). However, more than a decade of
campaigning has brought little real improvement in a society where modernisation is
accompanied by a rapid downward spiral in the status, safety and power of women. Ironically,
this is happening at the very time when there are political and public calls for women's
increased participation in all forms of social, economic and political life.
A local NGO, the Women and Law Committee, which was established in association with the
work of the Law Reform Commission, implemented a massive popular media and education
campaign aimed at raising awareness and changing attitudes and behaviour. It ran for six years
and achieved an impressive increase in awareness that wife beating is wrong, and that women
have the right to be free from violence. It spread the message that there are laws in place to
protect women and that women, communities and the police should do more to enforce the
laws relating to domestic violence.
In recent years, however, reforms have stalled and the campaign has lost its momentum. The
problem of gender violence has become more complex and urgent. Women’s organisations
wishing to take more direct local action have begun to establish crisis centres, guided by the
successful Fiji Women’s Crisis Centre. However, without the latter's strong feminist
underpinnings and in a society with much more open hostility towards women, the
establishment of viable and effective crisis centres in Papua New Guinea is an extremely slow
process.
Crisis centre staff and support communities have found themselves increasingly locked in battle
with intransigent and negligent police, not to mention the male public. Some workers feel
extremely threatened personally and insecure in their attempts to advocate and act to protect
women’s rights. Other women are quick to deflect these initiatives and defend 'men’s rights'.
Making a breakthrough is very difficult.
The Simbu Women’s Crisis Centre was set up in 1995. Funded by Save the Children Fund
(New Zealand), the centre mainly concentrates on awareness-raising, advocacy of women’s
and children’s human and legal rights, and on counselling and educational programmes. The
long-term plan is to assist the district women’s councils to set up similar establishments in the
other districts within the province. With only one staff worker to run it, the centre tries to work
with a network of people and organisations and has a fair number of representatives (for
example, police, churches, educational institutions) on the Committee against Violence against
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Women and Children. The centre also has a part-time male counsellor who comes in twice a
week to provide a service to men who seek counselling.
Two men who work closely with the centre are the deputy administrator for the province and
the assistant provincial police commander. The administrator brings women’s issues to the
forefront at senior management meetings and makes sure that the provincial women's officer
attends all such meetings. The police commander provides opportunities for the centre to talk
at police meetings and workshops. Centre staff are encouraged by this support in the struggle
to address the problem of violence against women and children.
Some strategies for change
The women's movement is still weak in Papua New Guinea, especially when it comes to the
task of using the UN Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women, the
Platform for Action, and the Global Women's Rights campaigns to change legislation, policy
and practice. The establishment of the crisis centres is a start but they are still faced with too
much community and police resistance and opposition. There is a danger that the women
involved in these initiatives will become overwhelmed by the number and severity of problems.
Two years' active campaigning by 'Wearing Black on Thursdays' (an international campaign
initiated by the World Council of Churches as a silent protest against violence against women
and children) has been a regular reminder to the provincial administration and to the public of
all forms of violence. The protest is inclusive; men who are victims of domestic violence or
who are against any forms of violence are also encouraged to wear black on Thursdays.
A further opportunity is presented by the recent creation of local-level governments. The
centre is now putting together some ideas on the kind of local government laws that could
address violence against women and children. These ideas will be given to the provincial
government lawyer who will draft legislative provisions for consideration by the provincial
assembly. If such proposals become by-laws, they will then be subject to enforcement in the
village courts.
The role of crisis centres and other relevant organisations is to speak out and educate Papua
New Guinean men and women on women's and children's rights in small communities by
counselling, by monitoring violence and by officially reporting alleged cases of abuse. We aim
to deter male offenders and to empower women to work together to improve their status and
that of their children.
After the evaluation of the work of the centre, a child rights desk will be set up to address
child abuse cases. Whoever coordinates this programme will have to be strong in character to
be able to deal with the manmade tradition that continues to suppress women and children.
Acknowledgement
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Notes
1. I thank Elizabeth Cox of the Save the Children Fund, Wewak, Papua New Guinea, for the use
of her draft article, 'Gender violence and women’s health in PNG’, 1997, in this section.
2. Jean Zorn (Professor of Law, who taught at the Pacific Law Unit of the University of the
South Pacific and, in the 1970s, at the University of Papua New Guinea) came to this
conclusion when she wrote about the case of a Highlands woman who was sent to prison for
adultery by the village court, and whose case was reviewed by the national court (unreported
National Court Judgment N959 199 1).
3. The article notes a particularly high incidence in the Highlands, where pack-rape is connected
to tribal fighting. The article is based on an AusAID consultation by Anou Borrey.
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